Abstract. The aim of this scientific research is the study of modified algebraic and probabilistic methodbased complex environmental systems analysis that is notable for that, what it enables to analyze the change of ecosystems over time, to retrace indexes of quantitative deviation from the stable functioning, to determine the probability factors of whole ecosystem state change and it components over time. The results of the paper can be used for analyzing the condition of the definite ecological system in the large. This gives the possibility to estimate its safety and readiness to withstand striking factors and to characterize the definite numerical index for its safe working. Keywords: algebraic method, probabilistic method, environmental systems, complex systems analysis.
Introduction
The rapid development of an industry and an economic activity, emergence of a highly industrialized society increasingly threatens the safe existence of people. As a result of this appears an acute problem of the ecological situation in Ukraine. Every day aggravates a dangerous human interference in the nature, increases the nonrenewable raw materials consumption and emissions of harmful substances into the atmosphere and therewith it takes place a pollution of water bodies, uncontrolled deforestation and wasting of freshwater resources. All this affects the processes in the biosphere and leads to disruption of the stable functioning of ecosystems.
The main ways of solving such problems are a human activities control, a destructive factors observation, a surrounding hazards analysis and also a preventive measures analysis and an ecosystem forecasting under certain conditions in subsequent periods.
For today, unlike ecological systems, more ample studied are information, social, economic and other systems of various areas and branches.
In the scientific researches of I.A. Ryabinin (Ryabinin,1994) and A.S. Mozhaev (Mozhaev, 1988 ) is considered the safety of structurally complex economic systems with multilevel hierarchical structure. In the scientific efforts of A.B. Kachynskiy and V.P. Horbulin (Horbulin and Kachynskiy, 2009 ) is deeply researched the state national security as a system. In the scientific research of O.M. Novikov and A. A. Tymoshenko (Khnygicheva et al., 2010) is considered the matter of defence of logical-probabilistic methodbased complex ICT -systems.
In the scientific effort of E.I. Sukach (Sukach, 2010) for a studying of complex functional systems is proposed a general probabilistic and algebraic modeling -based method. This method was intended for problem solving with the purpose of getting probabilistic characteristics of destruction processes and functionally complex systems development, a change of probabilistic characteristics of their components and a level of their influence on the whole systems.
It should be noted that the proposed method is a convenient tool for a studying both complex systems of any type in whole and their components.
The method is descriptive in nature and with the result that provides the system job indexes which allow us to predict its future conditions.
One of the important complex systems characteristic is their safety, so the use of algebraic and probabilistic method for the study of this characteristic is an urgent task.
The aim of this scientific research is the study of modified algebraic and probabilistic method -based complex environmental systems analysis that is notable for that, what it enables to analyze the change of ecosystems over time, to retrace indexes of quantitative deviation from the stable functioning, to determine the probability factors of whole ecosystem state change and it components over time.
Modified algebraic and probabilistic method -based complex environmental systems analysis
Let us consider an ecological system as an complex system and formalize it with use of a modified algebraic and probabilistic method.
According to this method formalization of complex system is based on an abstract algebra. Based on the statement that the abstract algebra is a system which consists of set members , that is such that the result of operations of member w over the set members A is a member of the set A (Kon, 1968) . So, we will consider a complex ecological system as an abstract algebra, where the members are the components of the ecosystem, and the operation Ω are the relationships between these components. Such system is represented as a set of members (devices)
, corresponding to each component of a complex system or to its subsystems. The state of resulting device (the whole system) is determined through arrangement of state dependent devices (components of this arrangement) (Sukach, 2010) :
, each device Y i is poposed to assigne an index Р і , which by -turn is characterized by probabilistic index р і and by the structural coefficent а і :
All described above formalities are the basis of the algebraic and probabilistic simulation method-based complex environmental systems analysis.
Below are introduced some modifications for study of complex ecological systems safety. The complex ecological systems is proposed to analyze using knowledge that meet certain characteristics deviation (or functionality deviation) in some periods of time in comparison with the previous period of the same length. As an index for an analysis is proposed the percentage deviation compared to the previous period.
According to this each device Y і assigns a certain probability value of device stay in a state of improving or deterioration in some period of time (that is the value of certain function realization which is considered in previous period must be taken as 100% and the value in the current period as a deviation of 100%.
For the calculations the deviation value must be taken in parts). Thereby the index р і is calculated by probability index calculation rule, using the rule that the probability is a relationship of favorable results number to total number of observations (Kolmogorov, 1974) . The structural coefficent а і has two values : 1 or -1, where 1 is a state of improvement (if the current state compared to the previous period is less than 100 %), and -1 is a state of deterioration (if the current state compared to the previous period is more than 100%).
Let us calculate the index for the analysis of the results in the following way:
is just that arithmetic mean of probabilistic standard deviation of device state compared to the previous period. Sign ("+" or "-") before ܲ is structural coefficient а for the whole complex system.
The resulting index for the analysis of the results relative to whole complex ecological system is calculated as the indexes composition which correspond to components of this system.
The flowchart of the proposed method is following (figure 2) To attain this goal let us consider the ecosystem of Kyiv. Figure 3 shows the division tree which meets the described above modified probabilistic and algebraic method. The complex ecological system is divided into three analyzed main subsystems which by -turn are divided in their own subsystems.
Here Y i , where і = 4, …, 13 correspond to ten districts of Kyiv ( Holosiyvskyi, Darnitskyi, Desnyanskyi, Dnieper , Obolonskiy, Pechersk, Podilskyi , Svyatoshinskyi , Solomianskyi and Shevchenkivskyi descreets, respectively). Y i , where і = 14, 15 correspond to dividing by the number of fish, respectively that have been caught in inland waters and in maritime economic zone. The components Y i , where і =16, 17, 18 correspond to the number of forests cut down, the number of harvested timber and number of formed waste products.
To calculate the final indexes was used statistics values from the Main Statistical department in Kyiv.
As an example let us calculate a partial index of ecosystem atmosphere safety in Kyiv. 
Results
In this scientific research was devised a modified algebraic -probabilistic method for the analysis of environmental systems safety, which is notable for that, what it enables to analyze the change of ecosystem over time, to retrace indexes of quantitative deviation from the stable functioning of ecological system, to determine the probability factors of improving or deterioration of ecosystem and its components over time and the whole ecosystem in general.
The finding result enables to retrace the change of the atmosphere during the period from 2009 till 2011 and indicates that for this period the atmosphere state in Kyiv is in a state of improvement (index а 1 = 1is positive) and it is in this state in period from 2009 till 2011 with an index р 1 = 0,13022.
